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History of Golem
◦ In Jewish tradition the golem is most widely known as an artificial 

creature created by magic, often to serve its creator

◦ In Hebrew “golem” stands for “shapeless mess” 

◦ Talmud (list of rabbinic discussions concerning Jewish laws, ethics, 

which Jewish tradition deems appropriate) uses the word as 

“unformed” or “imperfect” 

◦ According to Talmudic legend, Adam is called “golem”, meaning 

“body without soul”.

◦ The most famous golem narrative involves Rabi Löw the late-16th-

century rabbi of Prague. There are many tales differing on how the 

golem was brought to life and afterward controlled.



The Legend of the Prague Golem
Creation of Golem

◦ Rabi Löw had a dream in which he saw a inscription: Create a creature of 

clay, which will help you against all enemies! 

◦ A few days later he and two scholars rushed to the place where they 

found the perfect material for creating the figure of a giant man, a Golem.

◦ Then Rabi commanded to of the scholars to walk seven times around 

Golem and to tell a sacred words. During this ritual the clay completely 

dried and turned into hot iron. Subsequently a similar ritual was repeated 

by second scholar and body was slowly getting cold again.

◦ In the end Rabi himself repeated the ritual and after finishing seventh 

circle, he leaned to Golem and put the ticket with mysterious inscription 

into his mouth. As soon as he did it, Golem opened his eyes and started to 

get up from ground.



Golem in ghetto

◦ Rabbi and scholars bring Golem to Löw’s house and told him he’s 

servant. By day Golem was helping in synagogue but more 

important was his job at night, when he was walking through and 

watching over streets of Prague’s ghetto to prevent attacks on 

Jewish population.

◦ The legend says that on servant of Christian family got lost and 

Christians blamed Golem, which they where afraid of.

◦ There was no other way to prove his innocence than find that lost 

servant. Rabi commanded to Golem to find her and after he did, 

situation was calmed again.



Golem’s faith

◦ Golem’s strength was growing and growing and that was a reason 

why time by time Rabi removed ticket, which golem had under 

tongue to weaken his power. 

◦ One day Rabi forgot and Golem was increasingly bursting with 

energy that he could not control. He ran to the streets like madman 

and started smashing everything he came across.

◦ However soon rabbi commended Golem to stop and send him to 

rest in attic of Old-New Synagogue. Rabi Löw called his scholars and 

together recited the magic ritual backwards. Golem began  to 

fade, his body was falling apart and in the end there was only dust. 

◦ Since then there’ s not allowed to go to Old-New Synagogue’s attic.





Golem in Czech  
movie The 
Emperor's Baker -
The Baker's 
Emperor (1951)
Historical 
comedy
about Emperor 
Rudolf II., baker 
Matej and 
golem.


